The main purpose of this paper is to generalize the Banach-Steinhaus theorem for linear bounded operators to LSC convex processes in Banach spaces.
Introduction
Convex processes were introduced by Rockafellar ([1] , [2] ). These are set-valued maps whose graphs are convex cones. As such, they provide a powerful unifying formulation for the study of linear bounded operators, convex cones, and linear programming. The purpose of this paper is to generalize the Banach-Steinhaus theorem for linear bounded operators to LSC convex processes. Throughout this section, (X, . X ), (Y, . Y ) are two Banach spaces. For clarity, we denote the closed unit balls in X and Y by B X and B Y , respectively. A multifunction (or set-valued map) Φ : X → Y is a map fromX to the set of subsets of Y . The domain of Φ is the set
We say Φ has nonempty images if its domain is X. For any subset C of X we write Φ(C) for the image x∈C Φ(x) and the range of Φ is the set R(Φ) = Φ(X).
We say Φ is surjective if its range is Y. The graph of Φ is the set
and we define the inverse multifunction Φ −1 : Y → X by the relationship
A multifunction is convex, or closed if its graph is likewise. A process is a multifunction whose graph is a cone. For example, we can interpret linear bounded operators as closed convex processes in the obvious way. For a convex process Φ : X → Y , we define the lower and upper norms respectively by:
Clearly, Φ is bounded (that is, bounded sets have bounded images) if and only if its upper norm is finite. Both norms generalize the norm of a linear bounded operator
we say Φ is continuous at x 0 if lim x→x 0 Φ(x) = Φ(x 0 ). If this property holds for all points x 0 ∈ X, we say Φ is continuous. On the other hands, we say Φ is LSC at
Let us remark that if Φ is closed at x 0 , then lim x→x 0 Φ(x) ⊂ Φ(x 0 ). A convex process Φ such that ∀x 0 ∈ X Φ is LSC at x 0 is called a LSC convex process.
Banach-Steinhaus theorem and uniform boundedness principle for LSC convex processes
In this section, we give the main result of our paper related to principle of uniform boundedness for LSC convex processes.
Let now (Φ n ) be a sequence of multifunctions acting from X into Y. We say that (Φ n ) converges to multifunction Φ :
for each x ∈ X. We say that the sequence (Φ n ) is uniformly bounded if its upper norm is bounded. Our next step is to generalize the Banach-Steinhaus theorem for linear bounded operators to LSC convex processes, but before proving our main results, we first present the principle of uniform boundedness for LSC convex processes.
Proof. For any integer s ≥ 1 put
we claim that ∀s ≥ 1, X s is closed. Indeed, fix s ≥ 1 and let (x r ) be a sequence of X s converging to x ∈ X. Fix n ≥ 1, since x r ∈ X s (∀r), then ∀r ≥ 1 Φ n (x r ) ⊂ B Y (0, s). Let y ∈ Φ n (x) and for each r pick any y r ∈ Φ n (x r ) such that y r → y. For each r we have Φ n (x r ) ⊂ B Y (0, s). Therefore, y r ≤ s. Tending r → +∞, we deduce that Φ n (x) ⊂ B Y (0, s). Since the last inclusion holds for every n ≥ 1, we conclude that x ∈ X s . Hence, X s is closed. On the other hand,
Baire theorem, we deduce that int X s 0 = ∅ for some s 0 ≥ 1. Taking x 0 ∈ X, r > 0 such that x 0 +rB X ⊂ X s 0 and observing that for each n G(Φ n ) is a convex cone shows ∀n ≥ 1 ∀z ∈ B X Φ n (z) ⊂ Proof. If Φ ≡ ∅, then Φ is bounded assuming that the empty set is bounded. Assume now that Φ ≡ ∅, then Φ(B X ) = ∅. Let x 0 ∈ B X , y ∈ Φ(x 0 ). Then, there exists y n ∈ Φ n (x 0 ) such that y n → y. Fix n ≥ 1 and let r > 0 such that Φ n (B X ) ⊂ rB Y . Then, y n Y ≤ r. This implies that y n Y ≤ Φ n u .
